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Philosophy,
Not Politics
By Gene Callahan
WHEN THE ENGLISH PHILOSOPHER

Michael Oakeshott died in 1990, the
Guardian called him “perhaps the most
original academic political philosopher
of this century.” The Independent
declared that he had offered “the most
eloquent and profound philosophical
defence of conservative politics that the
present century has produced.” Not to
be outdone, the Daily Telegraph proclaimed that Oakeshott “was the greatest political philosopher in the AngloSaxon tradition since Mill—or even
Burke.” It is ironic that such praise followed the death of a thinker who, during
his life, was often neglected because he
was out of step with intellectual fashion,
or worse, dismissed as a mere apologist
for reactionary politics.
While laudatory, these obituaries fail
to do justice to the scope of Oakeshott’s
thought. Politics was only one of the
many areas he examined, and his conservatism was not an ideological stance
but the expression of his fundamental
understanding of the nature of human
life. Oakeshott was far from being a
pitchman for the Thatcherite revolution
in Britain, as some characterized him.
There was, in fact, “very little of
Oakeshott in Thatcher’s Hayekian
emphasis on economic productivity and
prosperity,” as Paul Franco notes.
Instead of a partisan program, in
Oakeshott “there is a historical and
philosophical depth that is often missing
in even the best contemporary political
theory.”
Michael Oakeshott: An Introduction
goes a long way toward improving our
understanding of this beguiling, elusive
thinker. Franco, a professor of government at Bowdoin College, has produced

an engaging account of Oakeshott’s
ideas that is both suitable for readers
new to them and enlightening to longtime Oakeshott aficionados. Of particular interest to the latter is Franco’s success in placing his subject’s thought in
the larger context of contemporary
political philosophy, a matter to which
Oakeshott himself paid little attention.
Franco’s effort is especially praiseworthy because Oakeshott’s intellectual
journey did not follow a single, straight
highway. He wrote on religion, metaphysics, politics, aesthetics, morality,
education, history, and even horse
racing. (He co-authored a book called A
Guide to the Classics, a primer for picking winners at the track.) What’s more,
while Oakeshott often revised his opinions, sometimes dramatically, he rarely
paused to explain his reasons for doing
so, seemingly concerned only with
expressing his current view. He remains
best known, as illustrated by the obituary notices, for his writings on politics,
but even there he is not easy to pigeonhole. He is most often categorized as a
conservative—a label he embraced at
times—but various libertarians, liberals,
and communitarians have drawn inspiration from his work.
Space does not permit discussion of
every aspect of Oakeshott’s thought that
Franco addresses, so instead I will
touch on a few highlights of this volume,
hoping to inspire my readers to discover
the rest for themselves. Oakeshott’s first
book, Experience and Its Modes, is an
uncompromising argument for philosophical idealism. As Franco summarizes his subject’s metaphysics, “The
objects of experience are not independent of our experiencing of them but are
constituted by mind or thought.” This
does not mean Oakeshott believed “that
the subject of experience is the sole reality and the cause of what is experienced.” Like Hegel, whom he greatly
admired, Oakeshott was an “objective
idealist.” To understand what that
means, consider that the experience of
falling off a high cliff will consistently
lead to the experience of a smashed up
body, however much the person falling

tries to believe otherwise. It is the
inescapable regularity with which certain experiences follow upon others that
makes the world of experience a reality
to which humans must adjust their conduct, rather than a dream or a fiction.
As Franco explains, for Oakeshott,
experience is composed of distinct
modes or what the philosopher would
later call “platforms of understanding.”
These modes include science, history,
and practical life. Since each grapples
with experience from a fundamentally
distinct perspective, none is in a position to critique ideas arising from the
others. Franco contends that Oakeshott
was particularly concerned to safeguard
religion, which he considered to be the
pinnacle of practical life, from scientific
and historical attempts to debunk faith.
Oakeshott saw such criticism as being
guilty of irrelevance. Religion is the sole
relief within the practical world from
the otherwise ceaseless pursuit of satisfactions, which once achieved only give
rise to new desires. What matters about
a creed is not its conformity with the
findings of science or history but the
solace it brings to the adherent in his
practical life.
Franco argues that Oakeshott’s political philosophy followed naturally from
his metaphysics. Since philosophy is not
merely a more rigorous examination of
commonsense ideas, but is instead
experience itself viewed from a vantage
different from that of practical life, it is
not in a position to expound abstract
rules or a priori principles that can
direct everyday conduct. Oakeshott’s
commentary on Plato’s famous allegory
of the cave provides an apt illustration
of how he conceives the relationship
between theory and practice. He considers Plato correct in holding that the theorist, in turning his back on the shadows
on the cave walls and ascending toward
the light, achieves an understanding
superior, in a sense, to those concerned
only with practical affairs. But
Oakeshott dismisses Plato’s conclusion
that, as a result, the theorist can dictate
correct practice to those who have
remained behind in the cave. Their
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focus on the practical world produces
genuine knowledge for dealing with the
shadows. The philosopher may intrigue
the horseman when he declares that philosophy has revealed that “horse” is
really an idea in the mind of God. But if
the philosopher then insists on lecturing
him about the proper handling of
horses, despite never having been near
one, the horseman will rightly regard
him as a charlatan.
Consequently, Oakeshott derides any
ideology that proposes the wholesale
reconstruction of traditional social institutions, customs, and morals on the
basis of some theoretician’s fantasy as
“rationalism in politics.” (That phrase
became the title of his most famous
book.) Such an effort will never succeed, since abstract principles cannot
by themselves generate a concrete way
of living. Attempts to force a society to
fit some theoretical mold are only likely
to do significant damage to traditions
grounded in centuries of practical experience. Oakeshott directed the bulk of
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his scorn for such schemes at the social
planners of the Left. But he also criticized several thinkers of the Right, who
might otherwise have seemed his natural allies, for sharing this mistaken
notion. Commenting on Hayek’s Road to
Serfdom, Oakeshott wrote, “a plan to
resist all planning may be better than its
opposite, but it belongs to the same style
of politics.” For Oakeshott, political philosophy and practical politics remain
absolutely distinct from one another.
Central to his last major work on politics, On Human Conduct, was his conception of “civil association” and “enterprise association” as different types of
human relationship. In an enterprise
association, individuals are related by
their agreement to co-operate in pursuing some substantive end—for example,
the participants in the Coca-Cola Company hope to make money by selling
soda. The members of a civil association
have no such goal in common; they are
related in their recognition of a body of
law that delimits the acceptable means
they may employ in pursuing their own
diverse ends.
Different strands of European political thought have characterized the state
as either an enterprise or a civil association. Oakeshott saw this as a major
source of the confused character of the
modern European state. His sympathies
clearly lay with such classical liberals as
Locke, Burke, Tocqueville, and Acton,
who conceived of the state as properly
based on civil association, which
Oakeshott called “the most civilized and
least burdensome conception of a state
yet to be devised.” He noted that a compulsory enterprise association—for
example, a state attempting to achieve
some desired distribution of income—
cuts “the link between belief and conduct which constitutes moral agency.”
Some of the conclusions Oakeshott
arrived at in contemplating these modes
of association seem particularly relevant today. Since modern warfare tends
to encompass all of society, it strengthens the tendency to regard the state as
an enterprise association: “War in a
modern ... state is the enemy of civil
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association.” Furthermore, the currently
popular notion of “nation building” is
based on “‘one of the most insidious current misunderstandings of political
activity,’ the misunderstanding in which
the arrangements of a society are made
to appear, not as manners of behaviour,
but as pieces of machinery to be transported about the world indiscriminately.” Here Oakeshott presciently
describes the pundits who today propose that the American state should
forcibly mold others into its own image.
Franco’s book is not without flaws,
the most serious of which are the handful of passages in which the author
apparently felt compelled to nod to
political correctness. For example,
Oakeshott believed that a liberal university education should not be confused
with vocational training. It ought to
offer a “respite from the ‘danse
macabre of wants and satisfactions’
that currently dominates the world,”
leading the student to see himself “in
the mirror of [the] historic and contingent inheritance” that makes up his civilization. Given that view, Oakeshott
naturally was distressed by the wave of
career-oriented students who arrived at
British universities in the wake of World
War II. Franco declares such anti-egalitarianism to be “the most glaring … failure” of Oakeshott’s philosophy of education, and faults him for neglecting “any
sort of consideration of equity.” But
such a concern would have been inconsistent with Oakeshott’s general conception of liberal education, which emphatically denies it the task of boosting the
student’s future earning power or career
prospects. It is difficult to reconcile
Franco’s admiration for Oakeshott’s
overarching thought with his rejection
of one of its logical consequences.
Despite this complaint, I can wholeheartedly recommend this excellent book
both for newcomers to, and for old hands
at, the ideas of one of the most important thinkers of the past century.
Gene Callahan, the author of Economics for Real People, is an adjunct scholar
of the Ludwig von Mises Institute.
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Hamilton’s
Empire
By James Gass
T H E R O M A N S H A D their legions, the
British had their colonies, and according
to John Steele Gordon’s new book, An
Empire of Wealth, the American imperium stands on its treasure.
How did a small collection of rebellious British colonies on the West
Atlantic coast transform itself into the
most influential money power in the
world? These days, most intellectuals
would answer—by subjugating Indians,
enslaving Africans, and unleashing rapacious capitalists. But Gordon breaks
with his friends at PBS and the New
York Times and reveals an epic about
the economic grandeur of the American
experiment. In this popular history,
Columbus, Washington, Carnegie, and
Edison are back on their pedestals and
Wall Street takes center stage.
Vanity might prompt us to think that
the pecuniary glory of America was all
our own doing. Clearly, though, Americans inherited many of their best principles from Great Britain’s legal, political,
and financial traditions. All of the
accomplishments of the U.S., however,
cannot be ascribed to what America
took from John Locke, the Glorious Revolution, and The Wealth of Nations.
The distinctiveness of America’s economic outlook from John Winthrop and
William Penn through Jefferson and Lincoln was that it was not just about the
money. In the Declaration of Independence only two of the 28 grievances
against the king are related to commerce, and the Lockean term “property”
is not mentioned at all. But American
republicanism did preserve “the sacred
fire of liberty” from which democratic
wealth could be produced.

Furthermore, America succeeded not
because it conquered, pillaged, and
lorded over the peoples of the world as
Rome or Britannia did. Rather, the country thrived because it provided an
exceptional combination of security and
opportunity which motivated immigrants to arrive on its shores and emulate its spirit of enterprise. Gordon sees
America’s “get up and go” as initiated by
“people who got up and came.” This
sounds mythical, but in the New World
risk-taking navigators, colonial entrepreneurs, and religious dissenters
equally with the huddled masses won
the day. In America, human self-interest
for gain has been more effectively
released, assimilated, and controlled
than anywhere else.
Alexander Hamilton is the hero of the
book. And who better represents
Britain’s heritage and the strivings of
America’s immigrants? Called “the bastard brat of a Scotch peddler” by John
Adams, the Nevis-born Hamilton
rearranged the conflicting notes of
modern constitutionalism, banking,
mercantilism, and the free market into
the basis for the “American System.”
Unlike the man, Hamilton’s economic
ideas survived Aaron Burr’s bullet, but
many of today’s scholars seem intent on
finishing Burr’s work. They praise
Hamilton the icon, but take aim at his
policies, which ensured the nation’s economic independence.
Gordon is so eager to present us with a
user-friendly Hamilton that he overlooks
Jefferson’s creation of the U.S. Patent
Office, which secured exclusive rights for
inventors across the country to profit
from their own ideas. Over 200 years and
7 million patents later, Jefferson’s pet
project has guarded America’s intellectual property as vigorously as Hamilton’s
vision cultivated our industries. We learn
that beginning in 1789, “second only to
slavery, the tariff would be the most contentious issue in Congress for the next
hundred years.” But Gordon’s bias
against protectionism stops him from
fully reconciling America’s economic
emergence with its commitment to the
Framers’ political economy.

Consequently, Andrew Jackson gets
faint praise for his resolute positions
against the Nullifiers’ attempts to ditch
the nation’s trade policy. Moreover,
Gordon’s account does not connect the
free-trade policies of 20th-century politicians with their mid-19th-century origins in the doctrines of John C. Calhoun
and the Confederacy. Gordon nonetheless emphasizes that Jackson’s veto of
the Second Bank of the United States
deconstructed a key pillar of America’s
financial stability. It is apparent that
General Jackson’s “Bank War” was one
of the chief reasons for the country’s
various depressions through the 19th
and early 20th centuries. “Old Hickory,”
however, does receive some credit for
fiscal responsibility, as the only president in history to retire the national
debt.
Trade historian Alfred Eckes explains
that Lincoln’s tariff-centric GOP between
1860 and 1910 ensured that trade duties
averaged 52 percent of federal revenues.
As such, the robber barons and tariffs provided the gleam on the Gilded Age, while
America’s GNP grew at double the rate of
Western Europe’s. Meanwhile, industrialism’s excesses conjured dreams of liberating workers with social reforms and
free-trade’s cheap consumerism. Democrats Cleveland, Wilson, and FDR then
caused America to switch revenue
streams from taxing foreigners with tariffs to taxing its own citizens’ incomes.
Unmistakably, the United States’
independence and belated entry into the
World Wars guaranteed its great economic triumph. By 1919, the Allies owed
the U.S. and J.P. Morgan $9.6 to $12 billion, while the United States became the
world’s leading creditor and industrial
and financial power. This exalted position, due to $50 billion in Lend-Lease
loans and World War II, reached its apex
in 1945.
Gordon claims that FDR was a
benevolent “American dictator.” Here
we more seriously part ways. From
small businesses to the Congress, the
nation stooped before FDR’s consolidated power, his centralized planners,
and the omnipresence of his federal
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